






















































































































































































































































































The	production	system	is	represented	by	a	directed	network	denoted	by	! = ($, &).	
This	ordered	pair	represents	the	set	of	work	centers	$	(e.g.,	suppliers,	operations,	
inspections)	connected	using	a	set	of	directed	arcs	&.	The	subsets	of	virtual	supply	work	









!%	 Subset	of	virtual	supply	work	centers	where	!% ⊆ !	
!'	 Subset	of	virtual	demand	work	centers	where	!' ⊆ !	
(	 Set	of	materials	indexed	by	),	*,	or	+	




by	(), ", *, #)	such	that	material	)	at	work	center	"	is	related	to	
material	*	at	work	center	#	where	), * ∈ (	and	", # ∈ !: " ≠ #	
8	 Set	of	risks	indexed	by	9	





using	the	BOM	and	indexed	by	(-, ., /, 0)	such	that	material	- ∈ +	at	work	center	. ∈ $	is	
related	to	material	/ ∈ +	at	work	center	0 ∈ $.	Namely,	material	- ∈ +	from	work	center	












?: 	 Capacity	of	work	center	" ∈ !\{!% ∪ !'}	where	?: ∈ ℤ
A	
B: 	 Baseline	process	time	of	work	center	" ∈ !\{!% ∪ !'}	where	B: ∈ ℤ
A	
C:
D	 Process	time	delay	at	work	center	" ∈ !\{!% ∪ !'}	due	to	risk	9 ∈ 8: 	
where	C:̃
D ∈ ℤ∗	
G: 	 Total	process	time	of	work	center	" ∈ !\{!% ∪ !'}	where	G: ∈ ℤ
A	
HIJ	 Unit	usage	of	material	) ∈ (	to	produce	material	* ∈ (	such	that	
(), ", *, #) ∈ 1	and	where	HIJ ∈ ℤ∗	
KL
I	 Initial	inventory	of	material	) ∈ (	at	time	/ = 0	where	KL
I ∈ ℤ∗	
Omin
I 	 Minimum	inventory	of	material	) ∈ (	where	Omin
I ∈ ℤ∗	
Omax
I 	 Maximum	inventory	of	material	) ∈ (	where	Omax
I ∈ ℤA	
ℎI	 Cost	of	holding	material	) ∈ (	where	ℎI ∈ ℝ∗	
+W
I	 Quantity	of	final	product	) ∈ ('	in	order	- ∈ ,	where	+W
I ∈ ℤ∗	
XW	 Deadline	to	fulfill	order	- ∈ ,	where	XW ∈ .	

















DEF ∈ ℤ∗	represents	the	unit	usage	of	material	- ∈ +	necessary	to	produce	material	/ ∈
+,	as	prescribed	in	the	BOM,	such	that	(-, ., /, 0) ∈ ,.	Parameter	GH
E ∈ ℤ∗	provides	the	










D	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	
_(C:̃





product	- ∈ +*	in	order	U ∈ 2.	Customer	orders	are	also	time-bound	in	this	extension.	







A ∈ ℤ∗	for	each	risk	C ∈ 49 	




























	 Flow	of	material	) ∈ (	to	material	* ∈ (	via	work	centers	




I	 Amount	of	final	product	) ∈ ('	arriving	at	virtual	demand	
node	" ∈ !'	at	time	/ ∈ .	where	p:m
I ∈ ℤ∗	
qWm	 Fulfillment	of	order	- ∈ ,	at	time	/ ∈ .	where	qWm ∈ {0,1}	
rWm	 Delay	of	order	- ∈ ,	at	time	/ ∈ .	where	rWm ∈ {0,1}	
	
through	the	network	is	managed	via	variable	Y9ZX
EF ∈ ℤ∗,	where	material	- ∈ +	flows	from	
work	center	. ∈ $	to	work	center	0 ∈ $	at	time	I ∈ 3	to	be	transformed	into	material	/ ∈ +	
such	that	(-, ., /, 0) ∈ ,.	Variable	[9X
E ∈ ℤ∗	notes	the	amount	of	final	product	- ∈ +*	that	
reaches	virtual	demand	work	center	. ∈ $*	at	time	I ∈ 3.	Binary	variable	\TX ∈ {0,1}	
indicates	that	order	U ∈ 2	is	fulfilled	(1)	or	unfulfilled	(0)	at	time	I ∈ 3.	Likewise,	this	
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∀	) ∈ (\{('}:	(), ", *, #) ∈ 1	
∀	/ ∈ .: (/ − Go) ≤ 0	
(7)	
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∀	) ∈ (\{('}:	(), ", *, #) ∈ 1	













































∀	/ ∈ .: / < XW	
(13)	





































































	 Raw	 Processed	 Inspected	
Exclusive	to	first	product	 53	 19	 60	
Exclusive	to	second	product	 –	 19	 7	
Exclusive	to	third	product	 –	 19	 7	
Shared	between	second	and	third	products	 53	 –	 53	
Total	across	all	three	products	 106	 57	 127	
	
Table	6:	Discrete	probability	distribution	of	unit	usage	
HIJ	 1	 2	 3	 4	







1	 9	 –	 –	 10	
2	 2	 7	 –	 20	
3	 1	 5	 3	 30	















Scenario	 Raw	 Processed	 Inspected	 Final	
A	 $0.50	 $0.50	 $0.50	 $0.50	
B	 $0.25	 $0.50	 $0.75	 $1.00	
	
Table	9:	Order	late	fee	attributed	to	each	scenario	
Scenario	 First	order	Y}	 Second	order	Yå	 Third	order	Yç	 Fourth	order	Yé	
I	 $5.00	 $5.00	 $5.00	 $5.00	
II	 $2.50	 $5.00	 $7.50	 $10.00	
III	 $10.00	 $7.50	 $5.00	 $2.50	
	
Table	10:	Run	time	of	ten	simulation	iterations	
Scenario	 A-I	 A-II	 A-III	 B-I	 B-II	 B-III	

































































































































































































































































































































# General Libraries 
import os  
import time as tt 
 
# Optimization Libraries 
import csv 
import pandas as pd 
from gurobipy import * 
 
# Monte Carlo Libraries       
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 





import time as tt 
 
def ScheduleRisk(Time_Horizon, Simulation_Runs): 
     
    # Define and read the path of folder 
    os.getcwd() 
     
    # Creating the new path for the outputs inside the current directory 
    OutputDir = 'Outputs' 
    if not os.path.exists(OutputDir): 
        os.makedirs(OutputDir) 
 
    # ----------------------------------------------------------- 
    # Define the mathematical model sets, indices, and parameters 
    # ----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    # Track the computational time 
    start = tt.time() 
 
    # Set the time horizon of the mathematical model 
    timeN = list() 
    Time = Time_Horizon             
    for t in range(1, Time + 1): 
        timeN.append(t)             
 
    # Define sets, indices and parameters associated with work centers 
    WorkStations= open('work_center.csv', 'r') 
    csv_WorkStations = csv.reader(WorkStations) 
 
    mydict_workstation_capacity = {} 
    mydict_operation_capacity = {} 
    mydict_operation_time = {} 
    mydict_inspection_capacity = {} 
    mydict_inspection_time = {} 
    mydict_VS_time = {} 
    mydict_demand_time = {} 
    mydict_Supplier_capacity = {} 
    mydict_Supplier_time = {} 
    mydict_Allnode_time = {} 
 
    for row in csv_WorkStations: 
        if 'O' in row[1]: 
            mydict_operation_capacity[(row[0])] = int(row[3]) 
            mydict_operation_time[(row[0])] = int(row[2]) 
        if 'I' in row[1]:                                 
            mydict_inspection_capacity[(row[0])] = int(row[3]) 
            mydict_inspection_time[(row[0])] = int(row[2])     
        if 'V' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_VS_time[(row[0])] = int(row[2])             
        if 'D' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_demand_time[(row[0])] = int(row[2])         
        if 'S' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_Supplier_capacity[(row[0])] = int(row[3])   
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            mydict_Supplier_time[(row[0])] = int(row[2])       
        mydict_Allnode_time[(row[0])] = int(row[2])            
        mydict_workstation_capacity[(row[0])] = int(row[3]) 
     
    Inode, inspection_cap_value = multidict(mydict_inspection_capacity) 
    Inode, inspection_time_value = multidict(mydict_inspection_time)    
 
    Onode, operation_cap_value = multidict(mydict_operation_capacity)   
    Onode, operation_time_value = multidict(mydict_operation_time)      
 
    VSnode, VS_time = multidict(mydict_VS_time)                         
 
    Dnode, demand_time_value = multidict(mydict_demand_time)            
 
    Snode, Supplier_cap_value = multidict(mydict_Supplier_capacity)     
    Snode, Supplier_time_value = multidict(mydict_Supplier_time)        
 
    Anode, time = multidict(mydict_Allnode_time) 
 
    # Define sets, indices and parameters associated with materials 
    inventory = open('material.csv', 'r') 
    csv_inventory = csv.reader(inventory) 
 
    mydict_Omaterial_inventory = {}       
    mydict_Imaterial_inventory = {}       
    mydict_VS_inventory = {}              
    mydict_Fmaterial_inventory = {}       
    mydict_Rmaterial_inventory = {}       
    mydict_Amaterial_inventory = {}       
 
    mydict_Omaterial_min = {}             
    mydict_Imaterial_min = {}             
    mydict_VS_min = {}                    
    mydict_Fmaterial_min = {}             
    mydict_Rmaterial_min = {}             
    mydict_Amaterial_min = {}             
     
    mydict_Omaterial_max = {}             
    mydict_Imaterial_max = {}             
    mydict_VS_max = {}                    
    mydict_Fmaterial_max = {}             
    mydict_Rmaterial_max = {}            
    mydict_Amaterial_max = {}            
     
    mydict_Omaterial_cost = {}           
    mydict_Imaterial_cost = {}           
    mydict_VS_cost = {}                  
    mydict_Fmaterial_cost = {}           
    mydict_Rmaterial_cost = {}           
    mydict_Amaterial_cost = {}           
     
    for row in csv_inventory: 
        if 'O' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_Omaterial_inventory[(row[0])] = int(row[2]) 
            mydict_Omaterial_min[(row[0])] = int(row[3])       
            mydict_Omaterial_max[(row[0])] = int(row[4])       
            mydict_Omaterial_cost[(row[0])] = float(row[5])    
        if 'I' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_Imaterial_inventory[(row[0])] = int(row[2]) 
            mydict_Imaterial_min[(row[0])] = int(row[3])       
            mydict_Imaterial_max[(row[0])] = int(row[4])       
            mydict_Imaterial_cost[(row[0])] = float(row[5])    
        if 'V' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_VS_inventory[(row[0])] = int(row[2])        
            mydict_VS_min[(row[0])] = int(row[3])              
            mydict_VS_max[(row[0])] = int(row[4])              
            mydict_VS_cost[(row[0])] = float(row[5])           
        if 'D' in row[1]:                                      
            mydict_Fmaterial_inventory[(row[0])] = int(row[2]) 
            mydict_Fmaterial_min[(row[0])] = int(row[3])       
            mydict_Fmaterial_max[(row[0])] = int(row[4])       
            mydict_Fmaterial_cost[(row[0])] = float(row[5])    
        if 'S' in row[1]:                                      
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            mydict_Rmaterial_inventory[(row[0])] = int(row[2]) 
            mydict_Rmaterial_min[(row[0])] = int(row[3])       
            mydict_Rmaterial_max[(row[0])] = int(row[4])       
            mydict_Rmaterial_cost[(row[0])] = float(row[5])    
        mydict_Amaterial_inventory[(row[0])] = int(row[2])     
        mydict_Amaterial_min[(row[0])] = int(row[3])           
        mydict_Amaterial_max[(row[0])] = int(row[4])           
        mydict_Amaterial_cost[(row[0])] = float(row[5])        
         
    Omaterial, OInventory = multidict(mydict_Omaterial_inventory) 
    Imaterial, IInventory = multidict(mydict_Imaterial_inventory) 
    VSmaterial, VSInventory = multidict(mydict_VS_inventory)      
    Fmaterial, FInventory = multidict(mydict_Fmaterial_inventory) 
    Rmaterial, RInventory = multidict(mydict_Rmaterial_inventory) 
    Amaterial, AInventory = multidict(mydict_Amaterial_inventory) 
    
    Omaterial, Omin = multidict(mydict_Omaterial_min)             
    Imaterial, Imin = multidict(mydict_Imaterial_min)             
    VSmaterial, VSmin = multidict(mydict_VS_min)                  
    Fmaterial, Fmin = multidict(mydict_Fmaterial_min)             
    Rmaterial, Rmin = multidict(mydict_Rmaterial_min)             
    Amaterial, Amin = multidict(mydict_Amaterial_min)             
     
    Omaterial, Omax = multidict(mydict_Omaterial_max)             
    Imaterial, Imax = multidict(mydict_Imaterial_max)             
    VSmaterial, VSmax = multidict(mydict_VS_max)                  
    Fmaterial, Fmax = multidict(mydict_Fmaterial_max)             
    Rmaterial, Rmax = multidict(mydict_Rmaterial_max)             
    Amaterial, Amax = multidict(mydict_Amaterial_max)             
 
    Omaterial, Ocost = multidict(mydict_Omaterial_cost) 
    Imaterial, Icost = multidict(mydict_Imaterial_cost) 
    VSmaterial, VScost = multidict(mydict_VS_cost)      
    Fmaterial, Fcost = multidict(mydict_Fmaterial_cost) 
    Rmaterial, Rcost = multidict(mydict_Rmaterial_cost) 
    Amaterial, Acost = multidict(mydict_Amaterial_cost) 
 
    # Define sets, indices and parameters associated with orders 
    order = open('order.csv', 'r')                     
    csv_order = csv.reader(order)                      
     
    mydict_order_deadline = {}                         
    mydict_order_fee = {}                              
     
    for row in csv_order: 
        mydict_order_deadline[(row[0])] = int(row[1])  
        mydict_order_fee[(row[0])] = float(row[2])     
     
    order, deadline = multidict(mydict_order_deadline) 
    order, fee = multidict(mydict_order_fee)           
 
    # Define sets, indices and parameters associated with order relations 
    order_rel = open('order_rel.csv', 'r')  
    csv_order_rel = csv.reader(order_rel)   
 
    mydict_order_s = {}                     
 
    for row in csv_order_rel: 
        mydict_order_s[(row[0], row[1])] = int(row[2])  
 
    order_rel, size = multidict(mydict_order_s)         
 
    # Define sets, indices and parameters associated with the material and work center relations 
    interdependecy_relations = open('relation.csv','r')                  
    csv_interdependecy_relations = csv.reader(interdependecy_relations)  
 
    mydict_interdependecy_relations = {}                                 
    mydict_Workstation_relations = {}                                    
    mydict_material_relations = {}                                       
 
    for row in csv_interdependecy_relations: 
        mydict_interdependecy_relations[row[0], row[1], row[2], row[3]] = row[4] 
        mydict_Workstation_relations[row[1], row[3]] = int(row[4])               
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        mydict_material_relations[(row[0], row[2])] = int(row[4])                
 
    relations, value1 = multidict(mydict_interdependecy_relations)               
    Wrelations, value2 = multidict(mydict_Workstation_relations)                 
    Mrelations, quantity = multidict(mydict_material_relations)   
 
    # ----------------------------------------------------------- 
    # Network flow optimization model 
    # ----------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    def Mathematical_Model (work_center_risk): 
 
        # Set up the mathematical model and name it as HW_M 
        HW_M = Model()                
        HW_M.setParam('MIPGap', 0.01) 
     
        # Constraints (15),(16),(17),(18),(19): manage decision variables 
        Y = HW_M.addVars(Dnode, Fmaterial, timeN, vtype=GRB.INTEGER, lb=0, name="Y") 
        X = HW_M.addVars(relations, timeN, vtype=GRB.INTEGER, lb=0, name='X')        
        V = HW_M.addVars(Amaterial, timeN, vtype=GRB.INTEGER, lb=0, name='V')        
        Z = HW_M.addVars(order, timeN, vtype=GRB.BINARY, name='Z')    
        D = HW_M.addVars(order, timeN, vtype=GRB.BINARY, name='D')    
 
        # Constraints (3): work center capacity 
        for t in timeN: 
            for m,i,p,j in relations: 
                if i not in Dnode and i not in VSnode:   
                        HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(X[m, i, p, j, t] for m, i, p, j in 
relations.select('*', i, '*', '*')) <= 
(mydict_workstation_capacity[(i)])) 
     
        # Constraints (4),(7),(8): Flow balance and unit usage 
        for t in timeN: 
            for m, i, p, j in relations: 
                if j not in Dnode:    
                    for p, j, q, k in relations: 
                        if (m,p) in Mrelations: 
                            if t == 1: 
                                if (t - int(mydict_Allnode_time [(j)]) -work_center_risk[j]<= 0 
): 
                                    HW_M.addConstr(mydict_Amaterial_inventory[m]- 
((mydict_material_relations[(m,p)]) * quicksum(X[p,j,q,k,t] for p,j,q,k in 
relations.select(p,j,'*','*'))) == V[m,t] ,name="(3)(6) Flow equilibrium at t=1 by considering 
unit usage") 
                                else: 
                                    HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(X[m,i,p,j,t-int(mydict_Allnode_time 
[(j)])-work_center_risk[j]] for m,i,p,j in relations.select(m,'*',p, j)) + 
mydict_Amaterial_inventory[m]- ((mydict_material_relations[(m,p)]) * quicksum(X[p,j,q,k,t] for 
p,j,q,k in relations.select(p,j,'*','*'))) == V[m,t] ,name="(3)(7) Flow equilibrium at t=1 by 
considering unit usage") 
                            else: 
                                if (t - int(mydict_Allnode_time [(j)]) -work_center_risk[j]<=0 ): 
                                    HW_M.addConstr(V[m, t - 1] - ((mydict_material_relations[(m, 
p)]) * quicksum(X[p, j, q, k, t] for p, j, q, k in relations.select(p, j, '*', '*'))) == V[m, 
t],name="(-)(6) Flow equilibrium at t>1 by considering unit usage") 
                                else: 
                                    HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(X[m, i, p, j, t - 
int(mydict_Allnode_time[(j)])-work_center_risk[j]] for m, i, p, j in relations.select(m, '*', p, 
j)) + V[m, t - 1] - ((mydict_material_relations[(m, p)]) * quicksum(X[p, j, q, k, t] for p, j, q, 
k in relations.select(p, j, '*', '*'))) == V[m, t], name="(-)(7) Flow equilibrium at t>1 by 
considering unit usage") 
     
        # Constraints (9): Deliver final product to demand nodes 
        for t in timeN: 
            for m, i, p, j in relations: 
                if j in Dnode:     
                    HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(X[m, i, p, j,t] for m, i, p, j in 
relations.select('*', '*', p, j)) == Y[j, p,t], name="(8) Final product reaches virtual demand 
work center") 
     
        # Constraints (10): Satisfy orders by considering sizes 
        for t in timeN: 
            for p in Fmaterial:       
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                if t == 1: 
                    HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(Y[j,p,t] for j in Dnode) + 
mydict_Amaterial_inventory[p] - quicksum(mydict_order_s[p,o]* Z[o,t] for p,o in 
order_rel.select(p, '*')) == V[p,t], name="(9) fulfill orders at t=1 by considering size") 
                else: 
                    HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(Y[j,p,t] for j in Dnode) + V[p, t-1] - 
quicksum(mydict_order_s[p,o]* Z[o,t] for p,o in order_rel.select(p, '*')) == V[p,t], name="(9) 
fulfill orders at t>1 by considering size") 
 
        # Constraints (12): Ensure each order only met once 
        for o in order: 
            HW_M.addConstr(quicksum(Z[o,t] for t in timeN) <= 1, name="(10) fulfill order once") 
         
        # Constraints (11),(13),(14): Track order delays 
        for t in timeN: 
            for o in order: 
                if t < mydict_order_deadline[o]: 
                    HW_M.addConstr(Z[o,t] == 0, name="(new) hold inventory until deadline") 
                    HW_M.addConstr(D[o,t] == 0, name="(11) order delay before deadline") 
                else: 
                    HW_M.addConstr(D[o,t] + quicksum(Z[o,s] for s in 
timeN[(mydict_order_deadline[o]-1):t]) == 1, name="(12) order delay after deadline") 
         
        # Constraints (5): Minimum inventory constraints 
        for t in timeN: 
            for m in Amaterial: 
                HW_M.addConstr(V[m,t] >= mydict_Amaterial_min[m], name="(4) min inventory") 
         
        # Constraints (6): Maximum inventory constraints 
        for t in timeN: 
            for m in Amaterial: 
                HW_M.addConstr(V[m,t] <= mydict_Amaterial_max[m], name="(5) max inventory") 
         
        # Equation (2): Objective function that calculates total holding and delay costs 
        OBJ = quicksum(mydict_Amaterial_cost[m]*V[m,t] for m in Amaterial for t in timeN) + 
quicksum(mydict_order_fee[o]*D[o,t] for o in order for t in timeN) 
         
        # Solve the mathematical model and get the results 
        HW_M.setObjective(OBJ, GRB.MINIMIZE) 
        HW_M.optimize()                      
        flow = HW_M.getAttr('X', X)          
        final_product = HW_M.getAttr('X', Y) 
        met_order = HW_M.getAttr('X', Z)     
        delay_order = HW_M.getAttr('X', D)   
        inventory = HW_M.getAttr('X', V) 
         
        # Add material index to order 
        met_order_rel = {} 
        for t in timeN: 
            for m,o in order_rel: 
                met_order_rel[(m,o,t)] = met_order[(o,t)] 
         
        # Return the mathematical model outputs 
        return met_order_rel, final_product, flow, inventory, delay_order 
 
    # ----------------------------------------------------------- 
    # Monte Carlo simulation 
    # ----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    def Risk(filename):  
        with open(filename,'r') as riskfile:  
            csv_Risk = csv.DictReader(open(filename))                              
            Risk_Measure = {}                 
            NO_Risk_Measure={}                
            for row in csv_Risk:              
                R_key = row.pop('workcenter') 
                Risk_Measure[R_key] = row     
             
            for key ,value in Risk_Measure.items(): 
                for k, v in value.items(): 
                        a=random.uniform(0, 1)             
                        if  0.0 <= a <= 0.01: 
                            Risk_Measure[key][k]= 5* int(Risk_Measure[key][k])  
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                        elif 0.01 <= a <= 0.05:  
                            Risk_Measure[key][k]= 4* int(Risk_Measure[key][k])  
                        elif 0.05 <= a <= 0.14:  
                            Risk_Measure[key][k]= 3* int(Risk_Measure[key][k])  
                        elif 0.14 <= a <= 0.32: 
                            Risk_Measure[key][k]= 2* int(Risk_Measure[key][k])  
                        elif 0.32 <= a <= 0.63: 
                            Risk_Measure[key][k]= 1* int(Risk_Measure[key][k])  
                        elif 0.63 <= a <= 1:  
                            Risk_Measure[key][k]= 0 * int(Risk_Measure[key][k]) 
             
            Risk_value= {} 
            for key ,value in Risk_Measure.items():  
                Risk_value[key]=0                    
                b = 0                                
                for k, v in value.items(): 
                   b = (b + int(Risk_Measure[key][k]))   
                Risk_value[key]= math.ceil(b/len(value)) 
         
            return Risk_value   
     
    # --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    def MonteCarlo (Simulation_num, filename): 
     
        counter = 1        
        while counter <= Simulation_num:  
            ws_risk = Risk(filename)      
            
met_order_count,final_product_count,unused_capacity_count,flow_count,inventory_count,delay_order_
count=Mathematical_Model(ws_risk) 
             
            # Z df 
            if counter ==1:  
                met_order_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(met_order_count, 
orient='index').reset_index() 
                met_order_df.columns = ['index','met'+ str(counter)]   
                relations2, value2 =multidict(met_order_count)         
                relations2 = [list(elem) for elem in relations2]       
                Met_Order= pd.DataFrame(relations2, columns=['material', 'order', 'time']) 
                Met_Order['met'+ str(counter)]=met_order_df['met'+ str(counter)]  
                MetOrder_df=Met_Order 
            else:                                                                   
                met_order_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(met_order_count, 
orient='index').reset_index() 
                met_order_df.columns = ['index','met'+ str(counter)]  
                relations2, value2 =multidict(met_order_count)        
                relations2 = [list(elem) for elem in relations2]      
                Met_Order= pd.DataFrame(relations2, columns=['material', 'order', 'time'])  
                Met_Order['met'+ str(counter)]=met_order_df['met'+ str(counter)]   
                MetOrder_df= (pd.merge(MetOrder_df, Met_Order, on=['material','order', 'time'])) 
             
            # D df 
            if counter ==1: 
                del_order_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(delay_order_count, 
orient='index').reset_index() 
                del_order_df.columns = ['index','del'+ str(counter)] 
                relations4, value4 =multidict(delay_order_count) 
                relations4 = [list(elem) for elem in relations4] 
                Del_Order= pd.DataFrame(relations4, columns=['order', 'time']) 
                Del_Order['del'+ str(counter)]=del_order_df['del'+ str(counter)] 
                DelOrder_df=Del_Order 
            else:                                                                   
                del_order_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(delay_order_count, 
orient='index').reset_index() 
                del_order_df.columns = ['index','del'+ str(counter)] 
                relations4, value4 =multidict(delay_order_count) 
                relations4 = [list(elem) for elem in relations4] 
                Del_Order= pd.DataFrame(relations4, columns=['order', 'time']) 
                Del_Order['del'+ str(counter)]=del_order_df['del'+ str(counter)] 
                DelOrder_df=(pd.merge(DelOrder_df, Del_Order, on=['order', 'time'])) 
             
            # V df 
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            if counter ==1: 
                inv_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(inventory_count, orient='index').reset_index() 
                inv_df.columns = ['index','inv'+ str(counter)] 
                relations5, value5 =multidict(inventory_count) 
                relations5 = [list(elem) for elem in relations5] 
                Inv = pd.DataFrame(relations5, columns=['material', 'time']) 
                Inv['inv'+ str(counter)]=inv_df['inv'+ str(counter)] 
                Inv_df=Inv 
            else:                                                                   
                inv_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(inventory_count, orient='index').reset_index() 
                inv_df.columns = ['index','inv'+ str(counter)] 
                relations5, value5 =multidict(inventory_count) 
                relations5 = [list(elem) for elem in relations5] 
                Inv = pd.DataFrame(relations5, columns=['material', 'time']) 
                Inv['inv'+ str(counter)]=inv_df['inv'+ str(counter)] 
                Inv_df=(pd.merge(Inv_df, Inv, on=['material', 'time'])) 
     
            # Y df 
            if counter ==1: 
                fin_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(final_product_count, 
orient='index').reset_index() 
                fin_df.columns = ['index','fin'+ str(counter)] 
                relations6, value6 =multidict(final_product_count) 
                relations6 = [list(elem) for elem in relations6] 
                Fin = pd.DataFrame(relations6, columns=['work center', 'material', 'time']) 
                Fin['fin'+ str(counter)]=fin_df['fin'+ str(counter)] 
                Fin_df=Fin 
            else:                                                                   
                fin_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(final_product_count, 
orient='index').reset_index() 
                fin_df.columns = ['index','fin'+ str(counter)] 
                relations6, value6 =multidict(final_product_count) 
                relations6 = [list(elem) for elem in relations6] 
                Fin = pd.DataFrame(relations6, columns=['work center', 'material', 'time']) 
                Fin['fin'+ str(counter)]=fin_df['fin'+ str(counter)] 
                Fin_df=(pd.merge(Fin_df, Fin, on=['work center', 'material', 'time'])) 
     
            # X df 
            if counter ==1: 
                flow_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(flow_count, orient='index').reset_index() 
                flow_df.columns = ['index','flo'+ str(counter)] 
                relations7, value7 =multidict(flow_count) 
                relations7 = [list(elem) for elem in relations7] 
                Flow = pd.DataFrame(relations7, columns=['m', 'i', 'p', 'j', 'time']) 
                Flow['flo'+ str(counter)]=flow_df['flo'+ str(counter)] 
                Flow_df=Flow 
            else:                                                                   
                flow_df = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(flow_count, orient='index').reset_index() 
                flow_df.columns = ['index','flo'+ str(counter)] 
                relations7, value7 =multidict(flow_count) 
                relations7 = [list(elem) for elem in relations7] 
                Flow = pd.DataFrame(relations7, columns=['m', 'i', 'p', 'j', 'time']) 
                Flow['flo'+ str(counter)]=flow_df['flo'+ str(counter)] 
                Flow_df=(pd.merge(Flow_df, Flow, on=['m', 'i', 'p', 'j', 'time'])) 
             
            # Save to spreadsheet 
            sheets = {'X':Flow_df, 
                      'Y':Fin_df, 
                      'V':Inv_df, 
                      'Z':MetOrder_df, 
                      'D':DelOrder_df} 
            writer = pd.ExcelWriter('final_output.xlsx', engine='xlsxwriter') 
            for name in sheets.keys(): 
                sheets[name].to_excel(writer, sheet_name=name, index=False) 
            writer.save() 
             
        return 
     
    # --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
    MonteCarlo(Simulation_Runs,'Risk.csv') 
     
    end = tt.time() 
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    a=end-start 
















file_N = "/Users/chrismbourgeois/Documents/GitHub/thesis/work_center.csv" 
file_M = "/Users/chrismbourgeois/Documents/GitHub/thesis/material.csv" 
file_results <- "A-I.xlsx" 
 
 
# READ DATA FILES 
N_raw <- read_csv(file_N, col_names=FALSE) 
M_raw <- read_csv(file_M, col_names=FALSE) 
X_raw <- read_excel(file_results, sheet="X") 
Y_raw <- read_excel(file_results, sheet="Y") 
V_raw <- read_excel(file_results, sheet="V") 
Z_raw <- read_excel(file_results, sheet="Z") 
D_raw <- read_excel(file_results, sheet="D") 
 
 
# ORDER FULFILLMENT 
Z_raw[Z_raw$material=="P1-A-60220_F",] %>% 
  group_by(order,time) %>% 
  summarise(count = sum(met1,met2,met3,met4,met5, 
                        met6,met7,met8,met9,met10)) %>% 
  ggplot(aes(time,count)) + theme_bw() + 
  geom_bar(aes(fill=order), position="dodge", stat="identity") + 
  xlim(13,47) + ylim(0,10) + 
  xlab("Time") + ylab("Count") + 
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Order", labels=c("1","2","3","4")) 
 
 
# WORK CENTER CAPACITY 
N_cap_all <- X_raw %>% 
  group_by(i,time) %>% 
  summarise(run1 = sum(flo1), 
            run2 = sum(flo2), 
            run3 = sum(flo3), 
            run4 = sum(flo4), 
            run5 = sum(flo5), 
            run6 = sum(flo6), 
            run7 = sum(flo7), 
            run8 = sum(flo8), 
            run9 = sum(flo9), 
            run10 = sum(flo10), 
            max = max(run1,run2,run3,run4,run5, 
                       run6,run7,run8,run9,run10)) %>% 
  select(-run1,-run2,-run3,-run4,-run5, 
         -run6,-run7,-run8,-run9,-run10) 
N_cap_all <- N_cap_all %>% 




  ggplot() + theme_bw() + 
  geom_line(aes(x=time, y=jitter(max/45), color=i)) + 
  xlab("Time") + ylab("Utilization") + 
  scale_color_discrete(name="Suppliers", 
                       labels=c("1","2","3","4","5", 
                                "6","7","8","9","10", 
                                "11","12","13","14","15", 
                                "16","17","18","19")) + 




  ggplot() + theme_bw() + 
  geom_line(aes(x=time, y=jitter(max/30), color=i)) + 
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  xlab("Time") + ylab("Utilization") + 
  scale_color_discrete(name="Operations", 




  ggplot() + theme_bw() + 
  geom_line(aes(x=time, y=jitter(max/30), color=i)) + 
  xlab("Time") + ylab("Utilization") + 
  scale_color_discrete(name="Inspections", 
                       labels=c("1","2","3","4","5")) 
 
 
# PRODUCTION RATE 
Y_cum <- Y_raw %>% 
  pivot_longer( 
    cols = starts_with("fin"),  
    names_to = "run",  
    values_to = "fin") 
Y_cum$cum <- 0 
 
mat = "P1-A-60220_F" 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin1",]$cum <- 
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin1",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin2",]$cum <- 
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin2",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin3",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin3",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin4",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin4",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin5",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin5",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin6",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin6",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin7",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin7",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin8",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin8",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin9",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin9",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin10",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin10",]$fin) 
 
mat = "P2-A-60220_F" 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin1",]$cum <- 
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin1",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin2",]$cum <- 
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin2",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin3",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin3",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin4",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin4",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin5",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin5",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin6",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin6",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin7",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin7",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin8",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin8",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin9",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin9",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin10",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin10",]$fin) 
 
mat = "P3-A-60220_F" 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin1",]$cum <- 
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin1",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin2",]$cum <- 
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin2",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin3",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin3",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin4",]$cum <-  
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  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin4",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin5",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin5",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin6",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin6",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin7",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin7",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin8",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin8",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin9",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin9",]$fin) 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin10",]$cum <-  
  cumsum(Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]==mat & Y_cum[,4]=="fin10",]$fin) 
 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]=="P1-A-60220_F",]$material <- "Product 1" 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]=="P2-A-60220_F",]$material <- "Product 2" 
Y_cum[Y_cum[,2]=="P3-A-60220_F",]$material <- "Product 3" 
   
Y_cum %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x=time, y=cum, color=run)) + geom_line() + 
  facet_wrap(vars(material), nrow=3, ncol=1) + 
  theme_bw() + xlab("Time") + ylab("Production") + 
  scale_color_discrete(name="Iteration", 
                       labels=c("1","2","3","4","5", 
                                "6","7","8","9","10")) 
 
 
# MATERIAL INVENTORY 
V_inv <- V_raw %>% 
  pivot_longer( 
    cols = starts_with("inv"),  
    names_to = "run",  
    values_to = "inv") %>% 
  inner_join(M_raw[1:2], 
             by=c("material"="X1")) 
 
V_inv[V_inv$X2 == "S",]$X2 <- "Raw" 
V_inv[V_inv$X2 == "O",]$X2 <- "Processed" 
V_inv[V_inv$X2 == "I",]$X2 <- "Inspected" 
V_inv[V_inv$X2 == "D",]$X2 <- "Final" 
 
V_inv$X2 <- factor(V_inv$X2, 
                   levels=c("V","Raw","Processed", 
                            "Inspected","Final"), 
                   ordered=TRUE) 
 
V_inv[V_inv$inv != 0 & V_inv$X2 != "V",] %>% ggplot() + 
  geom_point(aes(x=time, y=inv), 
             alpha=0.05, size=2) + 
  theme_bw() + xlab("Time") + ylab("Inventory") + 
  facet_wrap(vars(X2), nrow=4, ncol=1) 
